Current Clubs/Activity Schedule:

**Monday**  
Y Wellness  
LEAF Circus  
Speak Out

**Tuesday**  
Film  
Zombie Survival  
Warriors Workout Club  
Model UN

**Wednesday**  
Express Yo Self (art)  
Y Wellness  
Poetry

**Thursday**  
Sports History  
STEM  
Board Game Club

---

**FIELD TRIP TO A-B TECH MAIN CAMPUS!!!**  
Students had a blast at the A-B Tech’s main campus with Enka Middle and Enka Intermediate where they learned about college life and some career opportunities in the fields of Culinary Arts, Nursing, Cosmetology, and Applied Technology.

---

**NOTE TO PARENTS:**  
Parents please ask for your student’s Homework Accountability Card. Accountability Cards help us communicate to you what your students worked on during the Y and what work they still need to complete. Thank you for your support!

---

**Upcoming Events:**  
2/23: Field Trip to AB Tech Satellite Campus!  
3/2: SO-CON Basketball Game!  
3/9 & 3/30: Early Release Days Activity Day/Field Trips in the planning in the process!
Attendance Policy
The Y Horizon grant keeps track of participation and gets credit for regular attendees. Low attendance not only affects eligibility for field trips, but can also affect grades.

BUS RUN!
The Y has a nightly bus that runs to Leicester Elementary, Bingham Heights, Deaverview, and more to help with transportation. Ask for details.

Please be sure to pick up your students between 5:30 and 6:30 at the modular building. We plan activities & bring in community resources between 3:30-5:30 that the students don’t get during the school day!

NOTE TO TEACHERS
The Y Horizon Program is committed to helping the kids in our program excel academically. If any of your students who are in our program are missing assignments or homework, please let us know and we will make it our priority to follow up with students. Communicate with the Program Manager to find out how we can get homework assignments daily for students to work on during study hall. Also, we are happy to attend any team meetings, staff meetings or other gatherings that parents, teachers and/or admin deem beneficial. Just let us know!

Special thanks to...
Tutors: Anna Colburn Ben Urfer Sadie Ferguson
Faculty Partners: Amanda Carter April Davis Kathryn Bradley Karlyn Hill Jenna Kimlinger Rachel Reaves
Community Partners: InnerProductions Film Journeymen LEAF in Schools and Streets

Juggling around in LEAF Circus!
Preparing for the Zombie Apocalypse. Be Ready!
Just making some Apple Pie with the Y Nutrition Team!
Painting and Expressing Yo Self!
Just building a vessel for the Egg Drop Competition in STEM!
There is always time for a riveting game of kickball during Wellness!

New Enrichment Activities at Erwin!

Supporting students in study hall!